ERASMUS Policy @ EDHEC Business School

EDHEC MASTER PROGRAMME:
EDHEC welcomes over 6,000 students each year, 35% of whom are foreign students and attaches
strategic importance to the international mobility of its students.
As part of its international policy, one of EDHEC Business School’s priorities is to develop
international exchanges, with the dual objective of improving the quality of the School’s co-operation
agreements with its international partners and increasing the number of double-degree agreements.



Development of exchange agreements with foreign institutions of international standing.
These exchanges are conceived in the interests of specialization and to allow students to find
areas of specialization (supply chain, human resources, etc.) to complement the tuition
dispensed at EDHEC. Most of our agreements are signed with European institutions.



Development of double degrees: These double-degree agreements enable EDHEC students
to obtain the EDHEC Master in Management degree as well as the Master degree from the
exchange institution. This unique opportunity fulfils the academic and professional
expectations of EDHEC students and enables them to demonstrate expertise at two levels.
Our double-degree agreements in Europe include those with Maastricht University in the
Netherlands, BI Business School in Norway, and Aston Business School and Tilburg University,
Netherlands, Imperial College, UK.



Search for a specialist programme/network: EDHEC is a founding member of the QTEM
(Quantitative Techniques for Economics & Management) international network specifically
for students on the Financial Economics track of the Master in Management. Thanks to the
network, students on the track have the chance to study in one of 16 partner schools and
obtain the QTEM certificate in addition to their degree from EDHEC. The 16 partner schools
include Solvay Business School (Belgium), Goethe Universität (Germany), LUISS (Italy),
Amsterdam Universiteit (Netherlands), BI Norwegian Business School (Norway), FEP
(Portugal), HEC Lausanne (Switzerland), Hanken (Finland), Politecnico di Milano (Italy),
Technical University of Munich (Germany), NTU (Taiwan)



EDHEC has developed a sizeable network of corporate partners that enables students to
spend all or part of their gap year abroad. Note that students must spend
a minimum of 12 months on internship and six months abroad in order to obtain the EDHEC
Master in Management degree.



New exchange period offerings: in order to provide more exchange opportunities for the
students within their EDHEC curriculum, we have introduced new programs and exchange
periods: Programme GETT (Global Economic Transformation & Technology) including one
exchange at SKK South Korea and an academic year at Haas School of Business, USA. EDHEC
has also opened more than 50 exchange spots for the 2nd semester of the Master 1 year at
institutions such as Aston Business School (UK), Warsaw School of Economics (Poland)…

EDHEC BBA programme:
The globalization of business challenges has led employers to look for talents capable of getting to
grips with complex, shifting, multi-cultural environments. In order to respond to these needs and
train young graduates capable of dealing with the challenges raised by the globalization of markets
and projects, the EDHEC BBA offers a dedicated track delivering the Global Manager Certificate in
addition to the EDHEC BBA. This certificate provides all of our talented students curious to discover
the world with the chance to gain international experience in one of the three most dynamic cities in
Europe, the USA/North America and Asia. This experience represents an undeniable plus in the job
market.
Students spend six months following a challenging programme focusing on International Business
Management disciplines and dispensed in English within one of the EDHEC BBA’s partner institutions.
We have put a considerable effort in developing the partnerships within the BBA program and have
signed new exchange agreements.
For this purpose, a person in charge of International Development has joined the International
Relations team. Under the authority of the Director of International Relations, the Head of
International Development will be in charge of enlarging and diversifying the exchange portfolio
within the BBA and Master programs.

